I. INTRODUCTION
Image analysis based on histograms is abundant and well used in many consumer applications [1] . A histogram is a mapping from a set of data values to a set of non-negative integers, or bins. The computation of histograms may take considerable time if it is performed by an embedded microprocessor. Thus a dedicated hardware histogram module is desirable for practical consumer applications.
An array of cells to perform the computation of m-bin histograms that takes k pixels per clock cycle offers a gain in speedup factor of k. Such a design has been previously proposed [2] , but required a sensor or processor supplying four pixels per clock cycle (k = 4) to get a speedup of four. Given a set of p-bit pixel values, then k×p interface wires are required for a speedup of k. However, embedded microprocessors consist of w-bit data buses (w = 8, 16 is common [3] ) and consequently are limited to supply k pixel per clock cycle in cases where w < kp. In order to overcome the limitation for this case, a histogram solution using Cslow retiming to create two sub streams of computation derived from a dataset arriving at one pixel per clock cycle is proposed, that is, fix k = 2. The proposal presented here, extended from previous work [4] , is very easy to be implemented. For the case where w ≥ 2p, the proposed hardware design contains a histogram array accepting two streams of pixels per clock cycle using the new C-slow retimed cells presented here. For the case where w < 2p, a mechanism operating on a fast single stream of data sampled at a dual data rate (on both clock edges of the clock) is also presented to generate two streams of computation. The mechanism acts as a front-end to the same array solution to the former case.
This paper briefly explains the principle of C-slow retiming in Section II and applies C-slow to fully develop the proposed cells in section III with a brief analysis of the results in section IV before presenting final conclusions. The essential result is that the proposed design provides speedup while also facilitates easier interfacing to camera sensors or microprocessors compared to other designs.
II. C-SLOW RETIMING
C-slow retiming is a method used to reduce the critical path delay in digital circuits especially when feedback loops exist [5] . Every register in the data path is replaced by C registers and then all registers are moved along the critical data paths using a retiming algorithm. C-slow retiming separates the calculation performed in the original data path into C instances. Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of the data path of a histogram cell as previously presented [4] that includes a feedback path (left), its C-slow version by a C factor of two (center) and after retiming to get a C-slow retimed version (right). A simple example using principle of retiming. For input sequence u = 3, 5, 4, 1 the left diagram in Fig. 1 produces r = 0, 3, 8, 12, 13; the leading zero reflects the register delay with output r being the running accumulation on input u. The diagram on the right of Fig. 1 gives r = 0, 0, 3, 5, 7, 6 for the same input u. The output corresponds to the accumulation as if there were two separate input streams: u 0 = 3, 4 and u 1 = 5, 1 and as such the output has been separated into r 0 = 3, 7 and r 1 = 5, 6; and the two interleaved into output r. In general C-slow retiming creates C interleaved streams of computation and as such also requires C input data streams. For practical reasons related to the design, only the factor C = 2 is considered in the rest of the discussion.
III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. C-slow Retimed Histogram Cell
A C-slow retimed (C=2) processing cell for the computation of histograms in a pipelined fashion is presented in Fig. 2 . Note this cell is not parallel as it is processing a single data item (of p-bit) per clock cycle; it is included here to make it easier to understand the later discussion on the parallel case. The cell structure follows straightforwardly from the discussion in Section II and the pipelined histogram cell structure [2] . It follows that, the separation of the computation into two streams does require the use of the extra adders as seen at the bottom of Fig. 2 . Registers in solid black are the original ones in the pipelined cell. The new registers introduced by C-slow retiming are shown in gray. The registers filled in with white are registers that should be there from the C-slow transformation, but that can be conveniently removed. This is justified from the observation that the bin update mechanism (which is the one having the feedback loop) proceeds down the cell for a data item value xin equal to sin, otherwise xin simply moves on to the next cell on the right of the histogram array. Thus, there is no need to slow down the data moving left to right on Fig. 2 . This is convenient as array latency is not increased from left to right (histogram calculation); all cells simply have added an extra delay for the bin count update.
A similar situation is presented for the logic required to read a histogram from an array. This logic is shown in Fig.  3 , given for two adjacent cells in an array. The r output from cell i+1 is selected at multiplexer from cell i; this occurs when reading bin values after a histogram computation is ready. It has been fully explained previously how the reading proceeds from left to right in an array in order to hide some latency when operating in streaming mode [2] . The main point here is to note that the outputs r (bin counts) from the cell in Fig. 2 are registered, and the histogram reading outputs hout in Fig. 3 are also registered. By the same reasoning, there is no need to duplicate the pipeline registers in this reading mechanism by C-slowing with a factor of two. The mechanism to read bins out from the cell in a pipelined fashion is omitted for simplicity in the rest of this paper.
B. C-slow Retimed Parallel Histogram Cell
A C-slow retimed (C=2) processing cell for the computation of two bins per cell while accepting two input data items in parallel is presented in Fig. 4 . The cell's structure follows the above discussion and the histogram cell presented [2] . The registers introduced by C-slow retiming are still shown in gray. Notice there is a pipeline register at each r output because this has been moved onto Fig. 4 from the register on input '0' of the multiplexer in Fig. 3 , to clearly illustrate that the critical path of the cell is most likely to be just the adder block. This is because, since comparisons are shallower; comparisons work on pixels values while the adders are working on bins values (the block of Logic is a simple three bit logic function). For an image of 640×480, bin values are of 19 bits, thus adders are wider than comparisons since typical pixels values are expressed in 8, 10, 12 or 16-bit. Without C-slow retiming the critical path is due to the compare-logic-accumulation chain. IV. RESULTS Table I shows the ratios in area and frequency of operation for the new cells and arrays in Fig. 2 here, in relation to the cell and arrays as previously presented [2] . These ratios are given for 0.35 µm ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) and modern FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) technology. The table indicates that the designer can pay a penalty of 70% more area to have the advantage of a 20% increase in frequency of operation. Note this is not a parallel case, but a simple pipelined case. Later, it will be shown the results improve for the parallel case.
A parallel design based on the cell in Fig. 4 was fully implemented and validated using ASIC technology of 0.35 µm giving the results in Table II . Although the C-slow cell is only around 25% faster than a comparable cell [2] , the real advantage can be seen when arranging C-slow cells as an array. There are two obvious ways of exploiting the gain in the frequency of operation of an array of C-slow parallel cells; one merging the two parallel inputs into a single one for scalar operation and the other preserving the parallelism. These are detailed below.
A. Processing one data item per clock cycle
The C-slow cell in Fig. 4 requires and processes two input data items per clock cycle. Assume the cell of Fig. 4 is fed with every other data item (from an input dataset of n items) every clock cycle: half the items go into the array stream piped through x 1 in input and the other half into through x 2 in input. This is easily achieved by a de-multiplexer and very similar to the operation explained in Section II. As a result, an array processes a single data item per clock cycle (in this case a trivial modification is required when reading the histogram that has been omitted.) Thus, the histogram is computed in n + m clock cycles. A parallel pipelined array accepting two data items per clock cycle computes the histogram in n/2 + m/2 clock cycles with each cell processing two bins; m/2 is the latency. As n >> m for typical image sizes, latency can be ignored for a quick analysis. Arrays of C-slow retimed cells can be clocked 65% faster than the histogram arrays previously proposed [2] . In fact, from Table II , ratio T pipe /T Cslow = 1.65 between the pipelined array and the C-slow array, then the time to compute the histogram for any dataset of size n with the C-slow array (one data item per clock cycle) reaches over 80% of the throughput delivered by a parallel (of two data items per clock cycle) pipelined array. Fig. 4 processes two data items per clock cycle. For a data item of p-bit, the cell requires 2p wires on the datapath. It would be most convenient to maintain the throughput due to the inherent parallelism and higher clock rate gain without the need of making the data path wider. Assuming a single stream of data s arrives at double speed rate, two data items per clock cycle can be separated from s using a Double Data Rate (DDR) arrangement [7] . The principle of operation of the DDR is shown in Fig. 5 Fig. 4 respectively. This implies that the registers associated with r 1 out in Fig. 4 operate on the rising edge of the clock, while the registers associated with r 2 out in Fig. 4 must operate on the falling edge of the clock. This requirement is unnecessary; adding an extra register to the stream s 2 (before is taken by the histogram array) makes all registers in the cell of Fig. 4 to operate on the same edge of the clock at the expense on an extra clock cycle delay. Overall, latency is m/2 + 3 clock cycles, and the histogram is computed in n/2 clock cycles. As Fig. 4 282 1366 Histogram array [2] 144 86336 Histogram array of C-slow cells of Fig. 4 238 194840
B. Processing two data items per clock cycle
seen from Table II , this arrangement is 1.65 times faster than the equivalent design previously presented [2] . The operation of a histogram array is shown in Fig. 6 where the input (stream s) arrives at double the speed compared to the clock clk. For simplicity, the input data values are restricted to values in the range 0-7, and 8 bins are being computed in the histogram. It is seen the histogram for the 18 data values is computed in 18/2 + 3 clock cycles at the frequency of clk signal. A DDR mechanism based on dualedge flip-flops suitable for ASIC technology and current synthesis tools was evaluated for a data item of p = 8 bits. This resulted in an extra cost of 186 gates and can operate at 345 MHz; thus such a mechanism can easily be used as a front-end to feed data to an array of C-slow cells with a negligible impact on area. The DDR mechanism is supported in all inputs and outputs pins of modern FPGAs devices and also the rich configuration capabilities of their clock manager blocks makes the generation of operation as shown in Fig. 6 particularly simple [8] .
V. DISCUSSION
Many image pipelines used in digital cameras are designed with 32-bit data paths to enable image transformations, e.g. color correction and Automatic While Balance (AWB) which is typically computed using floating point operations. Also, some operations (e.g. tone reproduction and gamma correction) are non-linear in nature which does require high precision calculations. However, histogram analysis is mostly used to provide statistics of the distribution of the intensity data and in practice sixteen bits are considered to be enough (p = 16) for consumer applications. Histogram analysis might be applied on several stages inside the image pipeline where different precisions might be required in different stages. For auto exposure, 10-bit resolution is considered a good compromise whereas tone reproduction or contrast enhancement higher resolution is often required. This work allows providing histogram analysis on p-bits and a designer may judge the corresponding tradeoff associated with the area/throughput on an available data path engine of w bits based on the relationship between w and 2p. For example, this paper provides a simple interface for processing two pixels of 8-bit on 16-bit data paths, or for sustaining an equivalent throughput on a 16-bit data path for pixels of 12-bit.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new array of cells to compute mbins histograms on streams of one pixel per clock cycle at over 80% of the performance of a fully pipelined array, working on streams of two pixels per clock cycle. The developments are due to arrays of C-slow cells achieving 65% faster clocks than previous pipelined arrays. Yet another way of exploiting the faster clock rate of the new C-slow cells is using a dual data rate mechanism that results in 65% higher throughput. A dual rate mechanism is easily implemented in ASIC technology and already available in FPGA devices. In either way, a sensor or microprocessor only needs to interface as many wires as required by a pixel value to the histogram array; a 1.65 higher throughput is reported here using an interface of p-bit wires compared to previous designs of 2p-bit wires. (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) ) and continues to act on the editorial boards of a number of journals. He has published over 200 research papers and eight books on the areas of algorithmically specialized and parallel processing.
